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The Facts Behind the Figures
IT is not inconceivable that some clients
of public accountants view the arrangement for the accountant's services as they
would look upon the purchase of pig-iron or
any other commodity. In many instances
the arrangement is a contractual one, even
though not formally expressed, to audit
the accounts as of a certain date, or for a
certain period, and render a report and
certificate. The compensation is fixed by
the day, with perhaps a maximum limiting
the total charge.
If there were nothing more to accountancy it would become a sordid business.
If it were a business, doubtless a set of
formulae might be devised which would
make the work largely mechanical. Feeding tobacco into a machine results in cigars
which are the product of material, labor,
and overhead, but the process requires
little thought on the part of the girl operatives who do the feeding.
Accountancy service rendered in accordance with the principles on which its
conception is based calls for something
more than mechanical performance. There

is a duty to think about the client's business affairs; to consider the accounts in
relation thereto; to interpret them for him,
if he so desires. It is not sufficient that
there should be a cold-blooded checking of
figures with a set of statements prepared to
exhibit results. The accountant's work
has not been completed until he has told
the client, or anyone else proper y entitled
to the information, what the figures mean.
A recent experience with a manufacturing concern about to put out an issue of
securities through a bond house serves to
illustrate this point. The manufacturer
had furnished certain figures to the bond
house, but the latter considered them
insufficient. After some discussion had
taken place between the two parties the
accountant prevailed on his client to permit the accountant to lay all the figures
before the bond broker. A long conference
ensued at which the accountant not only
furnished all the details required, but
explained them. The result was not only a
successful culmination of the negotiations
for the issue, but more cordial and har-
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monious relations than had previously
existed between the borrower and the bond
house.
Furnishing cold, lifeless figures is one
thing. Finding out what they mean and
telling the client or someone whom the
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client elects is something else. Almost
anyone can operate a calculating machine.
It takes thought to interpret figures. But
accountancy contemplates that those who
practice it will be capable of giving, and
willing to give, thought to clients' affairs.

